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Short Description

The Tt eSPORTS COMMANDER Gaming Gear Combo from Thermaltake is a USB keyboard and mouse combo
especially designed for gaming. The keyboard features metal-looking edges, multi-light LED backlighting, and
plunger switches with mechanical keycaps that help provide the tactile feel and responsiveness of a
mechanical keyboard.

Description

The Tt eSPORTS COMMANDER Gaming Gear Combo from Thermaltake is a USB keyboard and mouse combo
especially designed for gaming. The keyboard features metal-looking edges, multi-light LED backlighting, and
plunger switches with mechanical keycaps that help provide the tactile feel and responsiveness of a
mechanical keyboard. The keycaps can be replaced with Metalcaps (available separately) which provide a
more durable feel and better performance. The function keys of the keyboard offer control of functions such
as the repeat rate and reassigning key values, while multimedia, shortcut, lighting, and function keys can be
customized on-the-fly without the need for software. The keyboard also features anti-ghosting keys and a
polling rate of 125 Hz.

Features
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Keyboard
Metal Edges
The keyboard was designed with metal-looking edges with red, blue, and purple illumination options

Tactile Feel Plunger Switches
Plunger switches with mechanical keycaps give users a tactile feel that clicks with each keystroke while giving
a responsive feeling that is similar to using a mechanical switch keyboard

Replaceable Metalcaps
Keycaps can be replaced with Tt eSPORTS Metalcaps (available separately) to provide a tougher feel and to
customize the keyboard

Function Keys
Integrated function keys offer options such as adjusting the Repeat Rate and assign the WSAD keys to
operate as arrow keys, or vice versa. The Windows Lock key locks the Windows key to help prevent accidental
uses of the Windows key while gaming

Illumination Backlighting
The red, blue, and purple LEDs with adjustable illumination bring night-time functionality to your system,
allowing use in the dark

Multimedia & Shortcut Keys
Multimedia keys, shortcut keys, lighting keys, and function keys provide accessibility at and are adjustable on-
the-fly, without the need for software configuration

Mouse
Sensitivity and Clicks
On-the-fly sensitivity is adjustable at 800, 1200, 1600, and 2400 dpi

Ergonomic Shape
Palm grips provide comfort during use

LED Illumination with Pulse and Running Effects
Four lighting effects including Static, Pulse, Pulse Jumping, and Red and Blue Jumping provide a customizable
mouse look. LEDs light up the front, back, sides, and top of the mouse, as well as the dragon logo

 

Specifications

Keyboard

Color Black

Interface USB

Key Type Plunger

Multimedia Keys 7
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Anti-Ghosting Keys Yes

Polling Rate 125 Hz

Backlight Red, blue, purple LEDs

Weight 2.8 lb (1.3 kg)
Mouse

Color Black

DPI Selectable from 800, 1200, 1600, and 2400 dpi

Sensor Type Optical

Number of Buttons 6

Light Color Red, blue, purple

USB Cable Length 5.9' (1.8 m), braided

Coating / Finish Matte

Weight 0.3 lb (142 g)
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Additional Information

Brand Thermaltake

SKU KB-CCM-PLBLUS-04-D

Weight 4.0000

Color Black

Connection Type USB

Keyboard Style Illuminated

Keyboard Switch Type Plunger

LED Color Red/Blue/Purple

Mouse DPI 2400

Vendor SKU/EAN 841163063163

Special Price $29.99


